Data-driven Precision
Oncology Solutions
From Sema4, a patient-centered health
intelligence company at the vanguard of
transformative healthcare

Empowering providers to deliver
personalized care for their patients
Sema4 is a patient-centered health intelligence company at the forefront of
transformative healthcare. We are founded on the belief that the best way to optimize
wellness is to understand humans holistically as complex networks of molecular and
clinical information. By applying AI-based algorithms to these networks, we derive
powerful insights that drive our personalized oncology care solutions.

Proven health system partner
• Working with health systems to deliver precision oncology care through advanced
clinical solutions that cover the entire patient journey from prevention to treatment
through remission
• Born out of the Mount Sinai Health System, we intimately understand the
multidisciplinary partnerships, testing capabilities, service models, and analytical insight
required to implement and advance the standard of care in oncology system-wide
• Providing innovative services and digital tools to support you and your practice in the
transition to precision oncology care

Data-driven insights, powered by Centrellis™
• Transforming healthcare by managing, restructuring and using multidimensional data to
build more dynamic models of human health and drive personalized oncology decisions
• Uniquely positioned, through world-leading data science and multi-omics expertise, to
generate data-driven insights that will lead to better decision-making at the treatment
and health system level
• Centrellis, our proprietary health intelligence platform, enables us to build better models
of human health, develop advanced genomic tests, deliver personalized insights for
patients, and power drug discovery partnerships

Innovative solutions and services
• Partnering with patients and providers to support early identification and management of
individuals at risk of cancer and enable personalized treatment for those with cancer
• Comprehensive selection of advanced somatic and germline testing solutions that
enable more informed decision-making for physicians and patients, including:
			 - Somatic testing solutions, including whole exome and whole transcriptome
   sequencing, for accurate identification of clinically actionable mutations in solid
			
tumors and hematological malignancies
			 - Hereditary cancer testing for assessment of inherited risk for a broad range of
			
cancer types
- Knowledge base-driven identification of appropriate targeted therapies and
matching of patients to clinical trials, with highlighting of trials at
treating institution
• By the patient’s side from high risk through remission with professional genetic
counseling support

Partners in care and research
• Longitudinal, holistic approach to patient care generates multidimensional data on the
entire cancer journey, providing insights that may improve prevention and early
detection of cancer
• Deep expertise in precision oncology with proprietary knowledge and research
publications in top-tier journals
• Trusted partner to pharma, with recognized expertise in customized clinical trial
development and recruitment

To learn more about our oncology solutions and services, please visit sema4.com,
call 833-486-6260, or email ClientServicesOncology@sema4.com

The science to disrupt the one-size-fitsall model
Leaders in research
Sema4’s internationally recognized research is run by world leaders in data science,
network modeling, multiscale biotechnology, and genomics. Our work drives advances in
personalized, predictive healthcare.
Our research team has published more than 1,000 peer-reviewed publications in the last
five years, and ongoing collaborations with the Mount Sinai Health System ensure that our
research remains patient-centered and clinically relevant.
As part of our personalized cancer therapy program, we use deep exome or whole genome
sequencing and network modeling to identify both hotspot drivers and networks of
interactions that are not captured by individual gene or pathway analyses. These insights
are validated using experimental models and translated into highly personalized treatment
plans to help providers more effectively target cancer.

Unlocking a digital universe of information
We are uniquely positioned to change how healthcare systems view precision oncology
and, by promoting data sharing, to fundamentally shift how patients take control of their
health — to the benefit of clinicians, researchers, and patients alike.
Our cutting-edge bioinformatics and test interpretation capabilities, along with our
proprietary results report, set us apart from others in the oncology space. Sema4’s team
of PhD variant-curators continuously update the Sema4 Oncology Knowledge Base,
an innovative gene and variant curation platform, with the most relevant and current
publications, clinical insights, and scientific findings. This ensures that we deliver the most
up-to-date, clinically relevant, and actionable recommendations.

From data to solutions
Our solutions start with data – oceans of data. We collect and engineer large-scale,
multidimensional raw data from molecular, literature, imaging, and clinical sources. We
then curate, annotate, and normalize these oceans of high-dimensional data to generate
information that can be analyzed using advanced AI. With our proprietary algorithms, we
quickly extract knowledge that can be leveraged to build more dynamic models of human
health, define individualized patient health trajectories, and drive personalized
oncology solutions.

Patient-centered health intelligence,
driven by Centrellis
Centrellis, our proprietary health intelligence platform, enables:
• Structuring, curation, annotation, and normalization of clinical and
genomic data to make information and insights available to health
teams through digital tools
• Construction of better predictive models of human health, leading to a
more complete understanding of disease and wellness

• Extraction of individualized insights to help you better assess patient
risk, stratify patients, personalize treatment, and make optimal care
decisions across a spectrum of cancer types
• Longitudinal tracking of patients, allowing us to generate and acquire
multidimensional data at population scale to more accurately model
personalized health trajectories

• Development of advanced, informatics-driven genomic tests
• Delivery of advanced test content and interpretations

• Drug discovery and pharma partnerships
• Informed decision-making across the drug discovery pipeline, from
    the best points of therapeutic intervention to identification of the most
appropriate patients for clinical trials

Innovative tools, powered by Centrellis
Tools built on Centrellis serve a number of applications, including predictive causal
modeling of disease and wellness, better assessment of patient risk, personalized
treatment strategies, and informed decision-making for drug discovery.

Patient Journey*
Interactive timeline visualization of the patient’s
health journey, including treatment history and
model-driven interpretive insights to help you
evaluate a patient’s diagnosis and treatment options.

Cohort Builder*
Define and explore cohorts of patients from our
curated data sets and predictive network models,
enabling data-driven care decisions and providing
real-time insights into treatment-outcome trends.
Designed to help health systems prioritize research
and clinical trials based on the specific patient
population and to better understand how to meet
quality-of-care metrics and deliver against valuebased payment statistics.

VONC variant curation platform*
Automated variant curation platform to support
clinical evidence and inform therapy decisions.

* Mock data. Currently available for research purposes only.

Precision oncology solutions and services
Targeted identification of clinically actionable mutations in solid
tumor cancers

Sema4 Solid Tumor Panel, powered by OncomineTM solutions
Powerful insights to help personalize treatment:
Analyzes variants in >99% of guideline-recommended genes and reports actionable,
clinically relevant information to help you find the right treatment for your patient, first time.
Actionable information on solid tumor cancers:
Powered by next-generation sequencing (NGS), the panel provides targeted insights
across a range of solid tumors, using DNA and RNA extracted from formalin-fixed, paraffinembedded tissues.
Highly accurate tumor genomic profiling:
>99% sensitivity and specificity, detecting certain hotspot variants down to 2% allelic
fraction. This assay is used in the NCI-MATCH trial and identifies a variety of somatic
alterations, including single nucleotide variants (SNVs), insertions/deletions (indels),
fusions, and copy number variations (CNVs).

Microsatellite Instability (MSI) analysis
Optional add-on to Sema4 Solid Tumor Panel:
Running the MSI assay in combination with the Solid Tumor Panel can help identify patients
who may be candidates for immune checkpoint inhibitors, MSI-indicated clinical trials, or
hereditary cancer testing.
MSI status is presented as part of the Solid Tumor Panel report, which includes potential
targeted therapies and clinical trials:
Comparison with a matched normal sample allows for the determination of whether a
tumor is MSI-high, MSI-low, or MSI-stable.
Detects specific microsatellite markers in all solid tumors:
Markers interrogated are BAT-25, BAT-26, MONO-27, NR-21, and NR-24. May help identify
Lynch Syndrome in colon and endometrial cancers.

Hereditary cancer testing
• Genetic testing can provide insight into a patient’s risk for hereditary cancer and give
    healthcare providers accurate, affordable, and medically actionable genomic information,
so they can make informed medical management decisions with their patients.
• We offer hereditary cancer testing for assessment of inherited risk for a broad range
of cancer types - including breast, gynecological, and colorectal cancer - using Ambry
Genetics® multigene panels.

Whole exome sequencing (WES) and whole transcriptome sequencing (WTS)
Coming soon
• Our WES/WTS test will deliver high-value insights across both somatic and germline
mutations, for hematological and solid tumor cancers
• These insights can inform clinical trials, the use of targeted therapies, risk of hereditary
cancer, and the diagnosis of and prognosis for solid and blood cancers
• With 250x tumor coverage and 100x normal coverage across all genes, and 100M RNA
reads, our tumor/normal analysis and RNA-Seq analysis identify SNPs, indels, CNVs,
fusions, certain splice variants, tumor mutational burden, MSI, and arm- and
chromosome-level aneuploidies

To learn more about our oncology solutions and services, please visit sema4.com,
call 833-486-6260, or email ClientServicesOncology@sema4.com

Sema4 Solid Tumor Panel is powered by OncomineTM Solutions. Oncomine is a trademark of Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc. All rights reserved. No clinical claims, sponsorship, endorsement or affiliation by Thermo Fisher
Scientific is implied herein. The data generated by Sema4 is the sole responsibility of Sema4.

Partnering with health systems to support
the transition to precision oncology
Sema4 partners with health systems to deliver precision oncology care through
advanced clinical solutions that cover the entire patient journey, from prevention to
treatment through remission. We understand the testing capabilities, service model,
and analytics insight required to implement and advance the standard of care
system-wide – across cancer prevention, treatment, and management.

Raising standards of care
• With an innovative care delivery model, we help health systems to elevate
standards of care and support clinicians in making the best decisions for
individual patient care
• We bring expertise to all stages of the oncology journey, from testing to
insights to research to trials

Streamlined workflow
• Deep understanding of your needs, allowing us to personalize service to
    align with practice workflows
• Electronic health record (EHR) integration and provider portal to simplify
ordering and review of test results
• Easy-to-interpret reports that interface with EHR and contain patient-specific,
up-to-date information on clinical trials, therapies, and variants of
    uncertain significance

Support for providers and patients
• Provider and patient support throughout the oncology journey
• Genetic counselors and medical oncologists who provide education,
assistance in interpreting results, and guidance on care options
• Digital tools to help you understand patient cases

Innovative research partnerships
• Actively seeking research collaborations and partnerships
• Centrellis enables prioritization of research and clinical trials
• Customized clinical trials

Clinically comprehensive
• Innovative precision oncology tests and services to support the entire clinical
care journey
• State-of-the-art technologies to ensure high detection rates and
    >95% accuracy
• Ongoing development of new tests, based on years of research and patient
care at the Mount Sinai Health System

We are dedicated to helping every patient access the best
oncology care
Sema4 is contracted with all major national payers. For patients who are
uninsured or underinsured, affordable payment plans, self-pay pricing, and other
financial assistance options are also available. To learn more, please contact our
billing specialists at
800-298-6470
billing@sema4.com
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